
HIS IS THE INFORMATION AGE, BUT

mountain bikers generally don’t
know enough about the trails they
ride—especially when they venture
to new locations. Maps and signs
may offer distances and a sense of a

trail’s difficulty, but riding a new
path is often a pedal of faith. STD

Mountain bikers arent the only
ones looking for information about
t 'l . L d tt k
lidwsto §§re§.§1.i§§gr‘iri.§¥§?n {Z $515 THE CHALLENGES <>F RATING
ble for cycling and how to rate it for TRAILS FOR CYCLING SUITABILITY
difficulty. Some managers need tips AND D";F|CUL-|-Y
on trail construction.

Trail-buildin advice is relatively
easy to find. Bugilders have plenty of B Y G A R Y S P R U N G

practical experience in designing
routes for hikers, horses, and motor-
cycles. The best guide I’ve seen is the Angeles National Forest near Los With this factor in mind, the re-
Ioe Wernex’s A Guide to Off-Rood Angeles. He analyzed the forest’s port recommended minimum sight
Motorcycle Trail Design and Con- land management plan in response distances at blind corners for a vari-
struction, published by the Ameri- to an appeal by the Sierra Club and ety of trail grades; a 15 mph limit on
can Motorcycle Association. With other groups concerning its policy all multiple-use trails; installation
just minor modifications, its terms, on bicycle use on trails. of “speed-reducing facilitators
concepts, and directions are applica- Last spring, Lockwood’s office is- (bumps) where mountain bike
ble to trails that will be used primar- sued a draft of its suitability criteria, speeding is a problem; turnouts
ily for mountain biking. which considered safety hazards, re- every 250 to 1,000 feet for cyclists to

Soc|AL SUWABILITY source impacts, and user conflict. yield the right-of-way; and water-
“The single greatest issue with control devices to prevent erosion.

Deciding if a trail is suitable for cy- other users who have no phil0sophi- These recommendations were in-
cling can be a controversial process. cal differences with mountain tended to be used as guidelines, not
No one knows this better than Cam bikes,” the report noted, “was the hard and fast rules to determine trail
Lockwood, a recreation ranger for startle factor.” closures, Lockwood says. District

U.S. Forest Service Off-Road Bicycling Trail Guide

GRADE EASIEST MORE DIFFICULT MQQT I)IFFiUi...”i"

Maximum pitch 10% 30% + 30%

Max. sustained pitch 10% 10% 15%

Length of max. pitch 100’ 300’ 500’

Turning radius 6’ 3’ 2'

Length of full-day trip 10-20 miles 20-40 miles 40-50 miles

Half-day trip 5-10 miles 15-20 miles 20-25 miles

CLEARMG .

Width 48" + 36—48” 36”

Height 8’ 8’ . max. 8’

TREAD

Width 24” + 12-24” 12”

Surface relatively sections of relatively varied -— some
smooth rough surface portage required
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managers were advised to consider ficial USFS Trails Management ‘You claim that this trail is suitable
them as one of several tools in their Handbook. [It’s available at nearly for bikes, but it hasn’t been main-
trail-use evaluations. Nevertheless, every U.S. Forest Service office. Ask tained as such.’ ”
the draft was viewed by cycling for FSH 2309.18, pp. 2.31c-1&2.) Hasenauer says the responsibility
groups as overly restrictive, and The specifications use easiest/more begins with the rider. “In most
some suggested the minimum sight difficult/most difficult language and cases, the self-regulating nature of
distance guidelines were flawed. attempt to rate trails on a national trails will efficiently and safely sort
The result was many angry letters basis. who can ride them and who can’t,”
and a situation that has yet to be To many cyclists and land manag- he says. “Exploring a new area and
resolved. ers, Odell’s guidelines still make discovering what is ridable is an es-

sense. Two years ago, when Califor- sential element of our sport. We ex-
EASY OR DIFFICULT? nia’s Department of Parks and Recre- pect there will be obstacles on a

Rating trails by difficulty might ation considered standards for state trail. We, like equestrians and hik-
seem easier than determining suita- park trails, it began with Odell’s ers, find trails we enjoy by trial and
bility, since land managers can fol- specifications and then modified
low the system developed by down- them. The ’9O draft by intern David Y
hill and cross-country ski areas. The Byrd and Charlie Willard, Califor-
challenge—as ski areas discov- nia’s statewide trails coordinator, “W d , d
ered—is creating a rating system used Odell’s concepts for tread e on t nee
that transcends individual areas. width, tread surface, grade, maxi- |and managers

In skiing, weather and surface mum sustained pitch and trail
conditions can affect a trail’s skiabil- length. Byrd and Willard decided to designate
ity as much as its grade and width. that novice cyclists would go only ,

Under adverse conditions, a trail half as far in a day and could ride What We re
rated intermediate at one resort may grades half as steep as Odell sug- ,,

be tougher to ski than an advanced gested. They also added specifica- capable of’ Says
run at another—even if the interme- tions for switchbacks and drainage. Hasenauen
diate run is wider and not as steep. _ Unfortunately, California aban-

This variance raises liability ques- doned its effort to shape guidelines. We ll find OUT! by
tions and is one reason most ski Ross Henry, executive secretary for I ,,

areas now use rating terminology the state recreational trails commit- Ourse ves'
that describes the relative difficulty tee, says many people within the
of trails within the resort, but offers Parks department worried that trail ‘
no comparison with runs at other standards would ultimately man-
areas. Also, beginner/intermediate/ date the construction of new trails error. We don’t need land managers
advanced designations have been for cyclists. For example, if a park al- to designate what we’re capable of.
dropped in favor of easiest/more dif- lowed mountain bike use and of- We’ll find out by ourselves.”
ficult/most difficult ratings. fered beginner trails, but not ad- Hasenauer’s argument makes

But when the U.S. Forest Service vanced, then the standards might be sense for experienced cyclists, but
formulated mountain bike trail used to force the building of ad- doesn’t solve the pitfalls faced by
guidelines in ’84, it didn’t follow the vanced routes. In general, says beginners who purchase bikes and
ski area example. Its goal was to Henry, “The guidelines were more then find themselves on treacherous
shape recommended ratings that likely to be inflammatory than bene- singletrack. Nor does it help resorts
were consistent-—if not absolutely ficial.” He denied that legal liahili- that are looking to develop bicycle
uniform-from region to region. For ties were a concern in the decision. tourism, and fear that visitors
bike trail_ advice, the agency’s na- SHOES Too .|.|GHT won’t return if their first ride is in-
tional trails coordinator, Tom Len- timidating.
non, turned to the National Off- Mark Mandenberg of Michigan’s De- Usually, these problems can be
Road Bicycle Association [NORBA) partment of Natural Resources says avoided if visiting cyclists are given
presicent, Glenn Odell, who also liability could be aproblem with trail good trail advice by local bike shop
happened to be a Forest Service fire- standards. “In this country, it seems employees or chamber of commerce
fighter. there’s a legal issue if the shoes you staffers. Of course, this type of ad-

“I’d ridden trails cleared for snow- bought are too tight,” he says. vice is often not available—in these
mobiles, horses, hikers, and cross- This is one reason Iim Hasenauer, cases, a set of universal trail ratings
country skiers,” Odell recalls. “I syn- president of the International Moun- could help.
thesized the standards from my judg- tain Bicycling Association, is skepti- The issues of trail suitability and
ment of the range of rider abilities.” cal about trail standards. “In our liti- ratings will continue to challenge
As a framework, Odell used the For- gious society, it is difficult to sign a land managers. As our sport grows,
est Service standards for horseback trail without scrupulous adherence questions about freedom and respon-
and hiking trails. to the standard,” he says. “Under- sibility, safety and liability, won’t

Odell’s suggestions—they aren’t staffed land managers must main- become easier to answer. For now,
considered standards because tain a trail to the standard at which each land management agency must
they’re not mandatory—were ac- it is signed. It’s a pain. Worse, it’s an decide on its own, or with help from
cepted and are now printed in the of- invitation to a lawsuit that begins, the Forest Service guide. 0
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